DATE | SUBJECT & PAPER
--- | ---
19-May-2023 | BC-601: Management Accounting
19-May-2023 | BBI-II Cost Accounting -II (Old upto 2018-19)
24-May-2023 | BC(BI)-603/BBI-III Insurance Management-II
26-May-2023 | BC(BI)-604/BBI-IV Commercial Bank Management-II
30-May-2023 | BC-604: Income Tax-II
30-May-2023 | BBI-I: Income Tax-II (Old upto 2018-19)
1-Jun-2023 | BC(BI)-605/BBI-V Merchant Banking and Financial Services-II
5-Jun-2023 | BC(BI)-606/BBI—VI Fundamentals of Insurance-II
8-Jun-2023 | BC(BI)-607/BBI-VII Indian Banking System-II

NOTES:

1. On getting a question-paper and before answering it, the candidates must check up and ensure that they have been supplied with the correct question-paper. If the question-paper is not correct they should bring the same to the notice of the Invigilator. Complaints in this regard after the examination shall not be entertained.

2. Electronics gadgets such as pagers, Cell phone and Programmable Calculators etc. are not allowed in the Examination Hall.

3. No extra answer-sheet will be provided.